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Congratulations!

Additional Backdrops for 
Additional Shows?

TM

Need Additonal 
Installation Assistance?
We’re here to answer any questions you may have 

when it comes to installing your CEB Kit.

We have representatives available at your convenience Monday - Friday from 8am - 5pm (EST).

Now that you have a complete kit, you can switch out 

your fabric backdrops for other tradeshows or events. 

We would love to work with you again.

Just call 877-527-0365

Now that you’ve purchased your CEB Kit PLUS, get ready to experience the 
ease of use and portability that our Custom Exhibit Backdrops are famous 
for. Our customers say these dazzling displays help them stand out from 
the crowd, generate more floor traffic, and make more sales!



Step One
Plan a location for your CEB Kit PLUS.
Remove X Base (b) and 6” Pin (a) from your box.
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Step Three
Remove the Quickfold Support (d) from the box. Open the 
Quickfold Support to its full extended length and place it on the 
ground where you are setting up your Custom Exhibit Backdrop 
Kit.  
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Step Five
Assemble your Quickfold 
Uprights by unfolding them 
and connecting the pieces 
together.
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Step Seven
Remove your Custom Exhibit Backdrop from the carrying case 
and unfold it. Insert the Quickfold Support (d) into the top pocket 
of your Custom Exhibit Backdrop.
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Step Nine
Place your Upright back on the 
Pin and make sure the backdrop 
is stable.
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Step Two
Unscrew the screw from the 
bottom of the Pin (a). Open the 
X Base (b) and screw the Pins 
together as shown.
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Step Four
Move the X Bases (b) to both ends of the Quickfold Support (d).  
The length of the assembled Quickfold Support will then act as a 
measurement guide for the width of your Backdrop.
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Step Six
Place your Quickfold Uprights (c) on the assembled X Bases (b).
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Step Eight
Insert the hook on one 
end of the Quickfold 
Support (d) into the slot 
on one of the Quickfold 
Uprights (c) and repeat 
for the other side. (Tip: 
Angle your Quickfold 
Upright (c) to easily 
access the second slot.)
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Step Ten
Adjust your Custom Exhibit Backdrop until it is flat and smooth. 
Admire your display.
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Assembly Instructions

(a) 6” Pin
Qty: 2

(c) 8’H Quickfold Uprights
Qty: 2 (e) MPC – Multi Purpose 

Connectors Qty: 2
(f) Valance Hangers
Qty: 2

Note: The MPCs or Valance Hangers are optional pieces of hardware you can 
use to attach your fabric backdrop to an existing trade show booth. You can 
either connect the MPC near the top of the Uprights on both sides of your 
booth, or insert the Valance Hangers into the slots of each Upright. Then insert 
the hooks on each end of your Quickfold Support into the slots on the MPC or 
Valance Hangers.

(b)  X Base
Qty: 2

(d) 10’ Quickfold Support
Qty: 1

List of Parts Included with Your Backdrop:


